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Reflect:

? Why does your institution offer 
community service opportunities? 

? What types of service projects does your 
institution offer?

? What values about service do those 
projects communicate? 



Why community service for 
colleges and universities?
? Tool 

– for learning
– leadership development
– team-building

? Civic responsibility (citizenship)
? Mission statement



Mission Statement

? Liberal arts
? Founding community
? Catholic



Hallmarks of Catholic service

? Vision of the Kingdom
? Charity and Justice
? Call for leadership



Catholic perspective

? Social justice tradition
? Catholic social teaching



Social justice tradition

? Direct social services
– Works of charity
– Helping people address present needs

? Social change
– Works of justice
– Removing the causes of social problems

http://www.usccb.org/cchd/twofeet.htm



Exploring the social justice tradition

? Source of wisdom
? Rooted in Scripture
? Embodied
? Timely
? 7 Central Themes



Exploring the social justice tradition

?Source of wisdom



Mature wisdom…

? … is not an escape from, but rather an engagement 
with, complexity and mystery. Our response to this 
form of knowing is not necessarily agreement, but it 
does arrest our attention and compel our respect. 
Such knowing does not put us off the way Authority-
bound and dualistic knowing may. Rather, we seek it 
out, or sense that we are sought by it.
– Sharon Daloz Parks, Big Questions Worthy 

Dreams



Exploring the social justice tradition

? Source of wisdom

?Rooted in Scripture



Justice in the Hebrew Scriptures

? Covenant
? Community

– Elsbernd & Bieringer, When Love is Not Enough

? Care for the anawim
– Kammer, SJ, Doing Faithjustice



Justice in the Christian Scriptures

? Jesus of Nazareth is God’s intervention 
on behalf of the oppressed

– Elsbernd & Bieringer, When Love is Not Enough

? Jesus preaches the Reign of God
– Kammer, SJ, Doing Faithjustice

? Jesus welcomes the “stranger”



Exploring the social justice tradition

? Source of wisdom
? Rooted in Scripture

?Embodied



A lived tradition

? Let my people go! (Exodus)

? Saint Francis of Assisi
? Catholic Worker Movement
? Berrigan Resentencing, 1990
? Our students activists



Exploring the social justice tradition

? Source of wisdom
? Rooted in Scripture
? Embodied

?Timely



Church meets concerns of the day

? 1891 & 1931: Worker’s rights
? 1963: Arms race
? 1979: Racism
? 1991: Globalization



Exploring the social justice tradition

? Source of wisdom
? Rooted in Scripture
? Embodied
? Timely

?7 Central Themes



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

? Life & dignity of the human person
? Call to family, community, and participation
? Rights and responsibilities
? Option for the poor and vulnerable
? Dignity of work and rights of workers
? Solidarity
? Care for God’s creation



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

? Life & dignity of the human person
– The basis for all that the Church believes 

about the moral dimensions of economic life is 
its vision of the transcendent worth -- the 
sacredness -- of human beings. The dignity of 
the human person, realized in community with 
others, is the criterion against which all 
aspects of economic life must be measured. 
•Economic Justice for All, #28



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

?Call to family, community, and 
participation
– Participation constitutes a right which is to be 

applied both in the economic and in the social 
and political field.
•Justice in the World, #18



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

?Rights and responsibilities
– It is also demanded by the common good that 

civil authorities should make earnest efforts to 
bring about a situation in which individual 
citizens can easily exercise their rights and 
fulfill their duties as well. 
•Peace on Earth, #63



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

? Option for the poor and vulnerable
– Working for the common good requires us to 

promote the flourishing of all human life and all 
of God's creation. In a special way, the 
common good requires solidarity with the poor 
who are often without the resources to face 
many problems… Our obligations to the one 
human family stretch across space and time. 
They tie us to the poor in our midst and across 
the globe, as well as to future generations. 
•Global Climate Change: A Plea for 

Dialogue, Prudence, and the Common 
Good, USCCB, 2001 #25



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

?Dignity of work and rights of 
workers
– Yet the workers' rights cannot be doomed to 

be the mere result of economic systems aimed 
at maximum profits. The thing that must shape 
the whole economy is respect for the workers' 
rights within each country and all through the 
world's economy.
•On Human Work (Donders translation), #17



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

? Solidarity
– (Solidarity) is not a feeling of vague 

compassion or shallow distress at the 
misfortunes of so many people, both near and 
far. On the contrary, it is a firm and 
persevering determination to commit oneself 
to the common good; that is to say, to the 
good of all and of each individual, because we 
are all really responsible for all.

? On Social Concern (Donders), #38



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

?Care for God’s creation
– As people of religious faith, we bishops 

believe that the atmosphere that supports life 
on earth is a God-given gift, one we must 
respect and protect. It unites us as one human 
family. If we harm the atmosphere, we 
dishonor our Creator and the gift of creation. 
•Global Climate Change: A Plea for 

Dialogue, Prudence, and the Common 
Good, USCCB, 2001 #40



Catholic Social Teaching
7 Central Themes

? Life & dignity of the human person
? Call to family, community, and participation
? Rights and responsibilities
? Option for the poor and vulnerable
? Dignity of work and rights of workers
? Solidarity
? Care for God’s creation



Reflect & Discuss:

? What was new?
? How might the seven themes be 

sources of wisdom for you?
? How are they incorporated in your 

institution?



“How are we to live?”

? Catholic Social Teaching
? Student Affairs insights



Voices in Higher Education

? “To cope effectively with [social issues,] 
leaders will not only need to possess 
new knowledge and skills, but will also 
be called upon to display a high level of 
emotional and spiritual wisdom and 
maturity.”- Leadership Reconsidered: 
Engaging Higher Education in Social Change



Social Change Model of 
Leadership Development 
? For college students (peer driven)
? Values based (egalitarian, humanistic)
? Promotes self-knowledge, collaboration, 

social justice, change for the common 
good

? Service is powerful vehicle for 
promoting leadership development



Seven Core Values of SCM

? Self
? Group
? Citizenship



Seven Core Values of SCM

? Self - congruency, commitment, self-
awareness

? Group - collaboration, common 
purpose, controversy with civility

? Citizenship - change to make a better 
world for self and others



Aha!

? Citizenship - change to make a better world 
for self and others

? CST - Discipleship calls us to transform the 
world to be a fuller expression of the kingdom 
vision of justice.

? Social change model provides the process to 
create change and Catholic social teaching 
offers the faith imperative to do so.



Break Away:
Active Citizen Continuum

– Member - not concerned with her/his role 
in social problems

– Volunteer - well-intentioned but not 
educated on social issues

– Conscientious Citizen - concerned with 
discovering root causes

– Active Citizen - community becomes a 
priority in values and life choices



Case Study:

? TRIPS Mission
? Themes



Turning Responsibility Into 
Powerful Service (TRIPS)
? The TRIPS program is an opportunity 

for students to put into action their 
values, convictions, and religious beliefs 
through service.  TRIPS is rooted in the 
ideal that service can change lives 
when offered by a community that is 
willing to reflect and learn together.



CST themes on TRIPS

? Life & dignity of the human person
– Daily service with marginalized
– Pre-trip reflection on human dignity



CST themes on TRIPS

? Call to family, community, and 
participation
– Group work, process

- 2 semester commitment
- Community fundraising
- Reflect, share, learn



CST themes on TRIPS

? Rights and responsibilities
– Shared leadership, group roles
– Emphasis on service to one another first, 

then community, then return home
– Post-trip work – change project or 

leadership project



CST themes on TRIPS

? Option for the poor and vulnerable
– Site selection
– Awareness-raising activities

• Justice Tour of community

– Stewardship
• Guidelines for excess fundraising



CST themes on TRIPS

? Dignity of work and rights of worker
– Work together with community members
– Cuernavaca or Catholic worker trips focus 

on economy meant to serve people



CST themes on TRIPS

? Solidarity
– Live simply 

- desire for congruency
- defined by each group

– Share in community’s faith experience



CST themes on TRIPS

? Care for God’s creation
– Environmental focus trip
– Attentiveness to environment on all trip

– Recycling
– Simple meals (eat low on food chain)



Tips for Incorporating CST

? Learn about the Catholic social justice 
tradition

? Seek links to your own theories and 
practices

? Teach student leaders
? Claim the teachable moments
? Be aware of what you assess



Reflect and discuss:

? What values do you want your service 
projects to reflect?

? What do you want your students to 
know about CST?

? What are concrete ways you might 
incorporate CST in your work?



The Committed Life

- “While no single experience can ensure a committed 
life, we found one common thread in the life 
experience of everyone we studied.  We have 
learned that a constructive encounter with others who 
are significantly different from oneself is a key to the 
development of a capacity for trustworthy belonging 
and confident agency in a diverse and complex 
world, a capacity that transcends the traps of 
individualism and tribalism and enables people to 
become at home in the new commons.”
– Laurent A. Parks Daloz, et. al., Common Fire



Resources

Sharing Catholic Social Teaching –
Challenges and Directions
Reflections of the U.S. Catholic Bishops

http://www.usccb.org

Social change model of leadership 
development

http://www.nclp.umd.edu/


